
 

Gauthier, Moorer a stunning, compelling duo at Egg 
By Michael Hochanadel March 29, 2015, Daily Gazette 
 
ALBANY — “She was born with that voice!” marveled Mary Gauthier, alongside Allison Moorer 
who had just devastated a small, deeply involved crowd at The Egg’s Swyer Theatre on Friday 
with “Thunderclap/Hurricane,” about her divorce. Gauthier sang in her plain, calm alto that she 
herself was “Born a bastard child in New Orleans, to a woman I’ve never seen.” 
 
Their riveting duo show was intimate as a confession and ultimately less about sharing a soulful 
Southern sound than about the bravery of two bruised, bold healing hearts. Noting they shared a 
Deep South connection (Gauthier, Louisiana; Moorer, Alabama) and dedication to “realness,” 
Gauthier adopted the persona of an older aunt to Moorer. Gauthier warned that anyone who 
didn’t believe singing the blues makes you feel better was in for a long night and later claimed all 
songs are love songs before profiling the “Last of the Hobo Kings,” maybe the most sentimental of 
her mostly hard-nosed songs of deep wounds and hard healing. 
 
Alternating through their 90-minute unbroken set, both strummed or picked acoustic guitars 
and played harmonica. Moorer harmonized and played guitar behind Gauthier only a few times 
late in a 90-minute show that might have used more of that but was nonetheless stunningly 
compelling. 
 
Moorer sang lovingly of home in “Alabama Song” and family in “Blood” (for/to sister Shelby 
Lynne), but candidly faced down demons of divorce (from Steve Earle) in “Down to Believing” 
and “Thunderstorm/Hurricane” – her voice soaring in anger — and guilt then acceptance over 
her son’s autism in “Mama Let the Wolf In” and “Gonna Get it Wrong.” 
 
If Moorer wielded the bigger voice onstage on Saturday, Gauthier matched her in poetic power. 
In her opener “False From True,” she asked “How does love turn into this?” then she echoed the 
false/true confusion in “How You Learn to Live Alone.” Citing her songwriting collaborations 
with veterans, she gave “Bulletholes in the Sky” a heart-rending reading, poignantly proving her 
claim that songs can be lifeboats to the suffering. 
 
They agreed that family and divorce supply rich material for their songs, and both write and sing 
in the word-mad emotional precision of Faulkner, O’Connor and McCullers. Both spoke of the 
roots and experiences behind their songs, and spoken intros over guitars carried into the lyrics 
when they started to sing. 
 
Singing the last of their eight shows together over nine days, the two Southern Gothic 
troubadours were deeply in tune. After Moorer lamented her divorce in “Down to Believing,” 
Gauthier said it reminded her of “this upbeat song” that was equally sad: “Goodbye,” which, she 
sang, “could have been my family name.” When Moorer sang in “Gonna Get it Wrong” of forgiving 
herself for her son’s autism and mistakes she’d likely make in dealing with it, Gauthier drew 
Moorer into a tremendous duet of forgiveness in “Mercy Now” to close their set. 
 
Wonderful, and healing. 
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